AGENDA ITEMS

1) Brushwood Hill Plat
2) Motor grader Trade-In
3) Harper’s Way Plat

Grimes County Road and Bridge Report: Road & Bridge is continuing the maintenance of roads throughout the county.

Cleaned up downed trees on CR 103 and CR 188.

Placed cold mix on Renfaire Drive under GLO grant for Todd Mission.

Patched CR 203 under Interlocal agreement with Plantersville.


Mulched brush on CR 351 with skidsteer.

Repaired a section of CR 418 with 2 loads of cement stabilized base.

Hauled broken up concrete to CR 185 bridge.

Patched with level up material CR 107, 204, 324, 326, Evergreen Forest, Golden Rain, Iola Streets and Grandflower.

Spot overlayed asphalt on 304, 321, Cherry Laurel and Ref.


Lease trucks have been hauling to CR 162W, 175, 206, 207, 313E, 407 and 446.

Drainage: Ditch work was performed on CR 115, LF 950, loads 30, CR 162, LF 2,520, loads 59, CR 208, LF 5,670, loads 177, CR 222, LF 3,290, loads 59.

Remove cross culvert on CR 208.

Install cross culverts on Deep Forest Lane (1) 15x60, 2 loads of base, Lofty Pines (1) 48x30, 1 load of base, Hauled base to CR 132, (4 loads) and CR 134 (4 loads).

Cut off Hi Edges on CR 165 (970 LF).

Other: Eubank Construction is continuing work on 2016 grant projects on CR 206, 206A, and CR 320.

Eubank is also working on the Hurricane Harvey grant project (Northwest Passage, Magan, CR 351).

Glenn Fuqua, Inc. has completed the rehabilitation on CR 215 E. from FM 1774 to CR 213. CTIF grant project.

Continuing to monitor Blue Jay solar project.

Continuing work on Stoneham and Piedmont barn sales.

Continuing to work on the Pinebrook extension to SH 249.

Neyland Bridge has completed bridge rehabilitation on CR 185.

Subdivision: Processed plats for Brushwood Hill and Harper’s Way.

Processing several other small plats, replats.